
Never Spill With AutoFill





What Is Autofill, The Company?

AutoFill, the company, is a division of Lyntech
Engineering, Inc., a Precision CNC Manufactur-
ing & Specialty Automation company, founded
in 2001, in Rochester, Indiana. Lyntech Engi-
neering, Inc., was tasked to design and build
automated equipment for the automotive in-
dustry.

Since its inception, Lyntech has expanded into
other markets including Archery, Medical, Fire-
arms, and Composites. Lyntech Engineering,
Inc. is a Type 7 FFL and Class 3 NFA Manufac-
turer. Lyntech supplies some of the largest
industry Leaders with machined components
and Special Machines, along with Contract
Manufacturing.

And now, manufacturing the AutoFill product

What Is Autofill, The Product?
AutoFill is the first patent pending solution to the common problem of over-filling
buckets, tanks, and the numerous other applications where any type of fluid is
required to be filled to a certain level/volume.

How Does It Work?

In general, AutoFill works by running your fluid through the AutoFill device, where you
program, on the user-friendly touch pad, the specific volume you would like dis-
pensed. Then, press the start button and walk away. Once AutoFill has dispensed the
prescribed volume, the unit shuts off.



How Did AutoFill Come To Be?

Jason Hudkins, President of Lyntech Engineering
invented the Autofill after walking into his shop,
one Saturday morning, discovered that a manual
ball valve, controlling coolant flow to the sump on
one of his machines, was left in the open position
overnight, by one of his operators, leaving a mess,
similar to the one you see in the picture on the left.
Needless to say, there is a lot of resources ex-
pended on the clean-up, lost production, and of
course, coolant that is likely sent out into the
waste stream.

Having watched a YouTube video only weeks
earlier, in which another shop owner filmed the
mess and the clean-up effort in his shop, Jason
was mentally scrambling to figure out what could
be done, for the common problem of over-filling
and spilling.

Inspired by what he witnessed, observing a fast-
food worker filling a beverage cup, just by placing
the cup underneath the correct nozzle, and then
pressing the button and walking away, Jason
scoured the Internet to find a solution already
available.  To his amazement, nothing like the
beverage filler existed. He and his engineers then
designed and built the Autofill.

Tested in his shop, under real-life conditions, the
AutoFill AF-1 surpassed expectations, leading to
the development of the AF-2 and the AF-3.
Customers seeing the savings opportunities are
looking at AutoFill as a cost effective, easy to
implement, easy to use solution for better fluid
dispensing procedures, as well as one more tool
to maintain a clean and most importantly, safe
work environment



What are Autofill Features?

What are Autofill Benefits?

Every Unit:
• Saves money
• Eliminates Spills and Overfills
• Improves Shop Safety By Keeping

Floors Free of Liquids, Reducing
Slip-Fall Accidents

• Helps Track Fluid Use Through The
Cumulative Counter Feature, For
Internal Auditing, Or To Check On
Your Vendor

• Reduces Production Losses Due to
Spills, And The Necessary Clean-up

• Makes Mixing Easy And Accurate,
Reducing Time Spent With Manual
Mixing

• Makes Dispensing Precise
Amounts Easy

• Eliminates The Need For Employees
to Watch Buckets And Other Vessels
Fill

• Helps Keep Shops Looking Great
For Corporate And Customer Visits

• Allows For A More Productive Shop
Floor

• Gives The Customer One More Tool
To Gain A Productive Advantage

Every Unit:
• Automatically Shuts Off When Fin-

ished Dispensing Prescribed
Amount

• Automatically Shuts Off When Pow-
er Is Lost, Closing The Solenoid
Valve

• Has a GFCI Protected 110V AC
Power Adapter

• Is Easily “Programmed” For the De-
sired Volume To Be Dispensed

• Utilizes Standard Hose Fitting
Thread Pattern

• Has A Lighted Logo On The Face-
plate When Operating (off when
finished or powered down)

• Has Down-Lighting Under The Unit
• Keeps A Cumulative Total Of Liquid

Dispensed, With Password Protect-
ed Reset

• Consumes Very Little Electricity Dur-
ing Operation

Model AF-3 Mounted on Machining Center

Model AF-2 Mounted on a Drum



MODEL AF-1: WATER SOLUBLE BARREL
MOUNT WITH MIX VALVE

AutoFill Model AF-1 is the original ver-
sion, which will mix, as well as dis-
pense.  Whether it’s for a fill or make-up
fluid, AutoFill will mix and dispense
with accuracy.  It is ideally suited for any
fluid mixing/dispensing application
from a drum. The housing has fabricat-
ed “hooks”, making it easy to hang the
unit on the rim of the drum.

The AutoFill Model AF-1 includes a
0-10% mixing (proportioning) valve with
drop tube, for use in standard drums
and totes. Chemical resistant drop
tubes for low or high pH fluids, avail-
able upon request. Remember: You’ll
need to use your refractometer to verify
the proper setting of the mixing (pro-
portioning) valve.

The AutoFill Model AF-1 is also very
easy to attach to a tote, for ease of
mixing and dispensing.  Again, you’ll
need to verify your mix, with the use of
a refractometer.

Model AF-1 Mounted On A Tote

Model AF-1 Mounted On A Drum



MODEL AF-2: SELF-PRIMING TRANSFER PUMP
VERSION

The Autofill Model AF-2, with the built
in self-priming gear pump, was de-
signed to transfer oil, from the barrel
to another vessel for top-off purposes.
It can be utilized to transfer  other
viscous fluids, or any no-mix fluid
directly from the barrel, or tote, to the
appropriate container.   An excellent
solution for handling rough filling ap-
plications with accuracy and safety.
Handles up to a ** viscosity.

The AutoFill Model AF-2 includes an
industrial duty gear pump to dispense
thousands of gallons. It also includes
a dip tube and inlet hose for use with
standard drums and totes.

The Autofill Model AF-2 can be drum
or tote mounted.

Note: not intended for use with highly flammable or

combustible fluids.
Model AF-2 Mounted On A Drum



MODEL AF-3: MACHINE / WALL MOUNTED
VERSION

The AutoFill Model AF-3 having all the same
features as the AF-1, aside from the proportion-
ing valve and drop tube, is a version designed
for central coolant systems, or any system with a
pressure or gravity feed, not requiring mixing.
This unit will attach to the wall of the machine,
with magnetic standoffs, and then, when
plumbed to the central coolant system., one can
dispense coolant, in the prescribe amount, di-
rectly to the sump.

The AutoFill Model AF-3 can be mounted to a
wall, if a more compact footprint is desired or
required due to space constraints. Or, to keep
the Autofill unit away from hazards like fork
trucks. Some shops, with central systems, pipe
their coolant to hoses with “gas pump” style
nozzles, which are attached to a hose, then
hung from the wall.  The AF-3 can easily be
installed inline, with the hose connected to the
output.  Additionally, as illustrated in the picture
on the left, the mixing system can be added.



MODEL AF-3-2: DUAL MACHINE / WALL
MOUNTED VERSION

The Autofill Model AF-3-2 is modification of the AF-3.
An additional channel and screen have been added
to provide the capability of running two separate fluids
into the same or separate containers. For instance,
coolant at target concentration on line 1, and make-
up fluid on line 2.

The Autofill Model AF-3-2, using the highly accurate
metering system, is also capable of precise mixing,
when running both lines into the same container.  For
example, mixing a 5% solution: Set Line 1 (concen-
trate) for .05 Gallons and Line 2 (water) for .95 Gallons
to create one gallon. Press the start buttons for each
line, and the unit will dispense the programmed
amounts and shut off when finished.

The Autofill Model AF-3-2, shown here with a Dosa-
tron, filter and regulator, is easily fit into current con-
figurations, to add the final touch, for a complete,
spill and over-fill resistant coolant dispensing system.
The AF-1 or the AF-3 pressure fed Autofill models
can be incorporated, as well.
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